Aligned vertical fractures are common in the Earth's crust due to tectonic stresses and/or hydraulic fracturing. These fractures lead to azimuthally varying velocities and attenuations of P-, SV-and SH-waves. We have extended Schoenberg's elastic linear slip model of fractured medium to anelastic case. We invert synthetic data on velocities and attenuations in the cases of two anisotropic models, that is Transversely Isotropic with Horizontal symmetry axis (HTI) model and Orthorhombic (ORT) model. The first model, HTI, corresponds to a single set of parallel vertical fractures embedded in isotropic background. The second model, ORT, is for the same set of fractures, which are embedded in VTI background. We find fracture parameters -complex-valued weaknesses ∆ N and ∆ T -by inverting HTI-and ORT-data on phase velocities and attenuations of P-, SV-and SH-waves. Simulation examples are given for the inversion of VSP-type synthetic data. The aim of this work is to clarify how much would be the errors in the inversion for the fracture weaknesses if one uses HTI model instead of the more complicated but more realistic ORT model of fractured formation. The inversion results have clearly shown that both real and imaginary parts of normal weakness ∆ N occurred to be extremely high in the case of the HTI-model employing instead of the actual ORT model. This may lead to false conclusion on dry fractures, whereas they were actually fluid-filled.
Introduction
Aligned vertical fracture sets in the Earth's crust often exhibit velocity anisotropy and attenuation (Q) anisotropy (e.g., Clark et al., 2009 ). These two anisotropies together open up fresh possibilities in fracture reservoir characterization (e.g., Shekar & Tsvankin, 2012 , Behura et al., 2011 . At present, fracture-induced anisotropy is most often based on the linear-slip theory (Schoenberg, 1980; 1983) extended to anelastic case by Chichinina et al. (2004 Chichinina et al. ( , 2006 Chichinina et al. ( , 2009a Chichinina et al. ( , 2009b and to the frequency-dependent anelastic case by Carcione (1992 Carcione ( , 2007 and Carcione et al. (2012a Carcione et al. ( , 2012b .
One system of parallel vertical fractures embedded in isotropic background is described by anelastic linear-slip transversely isotropic model (HTI) with horizontal symmetry axis normal to fracture planes. A more complicated but more realistic case for fractured formation is the ORT model, which is the effective medium model for a single system of vertical fractures embedded in VTI background due to horizontal thin layers or/and a system of horizontal fractures. Then the anelastic linear-slip effective model will be of orthorhombic symmetry (ORT). Here, we test both models, HTI and ORT, to find the most appropriate one in the inversion for complex-valued fracture weaknesses, normal
, and
. Note that, in parallel with the weaknesses, the linear-slip theory applications are often employed in terms of fracture compliances; these two terms are specified by Bakulin et al. (2000a) for elastic case, and Carcione et al. (2012b) for anelastic case. is also a function of fluid content (e.g., Schoenberg and Sayers, 1995; Bakulin et al., 2000a) . The real parts of the weaknesses can also be used in determining some geomechanical properties such as anisotropic Poisson's ratio and Young's modulus (e.g., Sayers, 2012) as well as anisotropic brittleness (Gray et al., 2012) in unconventional reservoirs (for example, in shales).
The inversion of the imaginary parts of the weaknesses, Δ N I and Δ T I , which are related to attenuation, gives a chance to obtain a number of rock-physics parameters such as permeability, porosity, fluid-fill viscosity and some others originated from a chosen attenuation mechanism. For example, Chichinina et al. (2006) used "equant porosity" model of Pointer et al. (2000) to interpret Δ N I in terms of rock-physics parameters.
The important mechanism of frequency-dependent attenuation in poroelastic media is wave-induced fluid flow (e.g., Brajanovski et al., 2005; Gurevich et al., 2009) ; the attenuation is affected by the connectivity between aligned cracks and porous background that contributes to the total hydraulic conductivity in tight reservoirs. By analogy with the linear-slip approach for elastic fractured media (Schoenberg, 1980 (Schoenberg, , 1983 , they model fractures as highly porous thin layers in a porous background. Carcione et al. (2013) develop this poroelastic approach in terms of the complex-valued compliances (and/or weaknesses).
Here, we focus on the anisotropy properties of wave velocity and attenuation in anelastic linear-slip models of fractured media, ORT and HTI, with a solid (non-porous) background. Though, in the case of the ORT model, the background may contain horizontal fractures, which cause VTI-type anisotropy of the background. We develop the inversion for the weaknesses' real parts (Δ N R and Δ T R ) and 
Theory
For a single set of vertical fractures embedded in isotropic host rock, the complex-valued stiffness matrix C HTI for the resultant anelastic linear slip HTI model can be written as
where N  and T  are complex-valued weaknesses of the vertical fracture set, which is normal to x 1 -axis (Chichinina et al., 2006) ;  and  are Lamé constants of the isotropic host rock; The stiffness matrix C ORT , given by equation (2), can also correspond to the case of identical thin layers (that causes the VTI-type anisotropy of the background) with single vertical fracture set embedded in it. So, the VTIbackground medium for the ORT model can be due to the two causes, that is horizontal fractures or/and finelystratified thin-layered medium. In both cases, for the resultant effective-medium model we use the C ORT matrix given in Bakulin et al. (2000b) 
Inversion
We state the inversion problem for estimating the real and imaginary parts of complex-valued weaknesses from the data on phase velocities and attenuations of qP-, qSV-, and SH-waves. The inversion algorithm is described in Dugarov et al. (2011) and Obolentseva et al. (2011) . It has been performed with the use of the least squares method and Wolfram Mathematica-8. For estimating the real parts of the weaknesses, the phase velocity data alone are used under the assumption that the weaknesses imaginary parts are equal to 0. In estimating of the imaginary parts of the weaknesses, the attenuation data alone are used. 
Fracture-Induced Q-Anisotropy: Inversion For Fracture Parameters
For minimization of the target functions, two methods among many tested occurred to be the best, these are the Levenberg-Marquardt method (unconstrained optimization) and the interior point method (constrained optimization).
Inversion results
Here, we demonstrate the inversion results considering two models, the HTI and ORT. As the input experimental data,
we have generated synthetic m V -and Q in x 1 x 3 -and x 2 x 3 -symmetry planes for the HTI and ORT models. The x 1 -axis is normal to the vertical fracture set, and the x 2 -axis is parallel to the fracture strike. In Figures 1 and 2 , the black points mark the input values of velocities and attenuations chosen as the experimental data for the inversion test. These synthetic data can be related to a VSP-walk-away acquisition, with two source lines (along x 1 -and x 2 -directions). The source points are at the offsets 50, 100, …, 1400 m from the borehole mouth. The target anisotropic layer is at a depth of about 2.5 km.
The results of the inversion test for the complex-valued weaknesses in the HTI and ORT models are shown in In the A and B cases, it is clearly seen (Figure 3 ) that all the weaknesses are reconstructed correctly. Though in the case when P-wave data are used alone (marked by crosses), the normal weaknesses ( R N1  , I N1  ) are worse determined than in the cases of joint inversion of P-, SV-, and SH-waves (various data combinations are marked by colours). If Pwave data are used alone, the reason of worse inversion result is in the ravine character of the target functions (equations (4) Fracture-Induced Q-Anisotropy: Inversion For Fracture Parameters
Conclusions
In the inversion for fracture weaknesses, when we apply universal ORT model as a theory model, the results are found to be true (correct) for any experimental input data used (either ORT-or HTI-data). That is, if the medium is actually of HTI symmetry, but we apply the ORT model as a theoretic model in the inversion, this leads to correct results, because the HTI is a special case of the ORT symmetry. In the contrary, if the input data actually correspond to the ORT model, but we employ the HTI model, this leads to false (incorrect) results. Besides, we can note that joint inversion of P-and S-wave data is more productive than using P-wave data alone. 
